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CONSERVATION PROBLEMS 

Franr;oise Cuisance 

MOUNTING AND EARLY RESTO RA TIO NS: 
THE CASE OF AN ACCORDION BOOK, PEL LI OT TIBET AIN 45* 

Manuscript Pelliot Tibetain 45 (see.fig. I) [1] is among one 
hundred and forty Tibetan manuscripts in accordion form 
which belong to the Bibliotheque nationale de France col
lections. Eleven other manuscripts of similar form are writ
ten in Chinese. Other collections are to be found in London 
and St. Petersburg. Ninety per cent of the extent books in 
this form are written in Tibetan. 

According to specialists on the history of the Far East
ern book, the accordion-form book dates to no earlier than 
the late eighth century and spread mainly under Tibetan in
fluence. Its form is inspired both by Indian books on palm 
leaves and Chinese scrolls. The accordion book allows the 

reader easier and faster consultation, avoiding unrolling 
and rolling up: it certainly represents an improvement 
in comparison with the scroll book. The Tibetan accordions 
probably date from the Tibetan occupation of East 
Turkestan, judging from their paper and their number. 
As for ways of naming the accordion book, beginning with 
the twelfih - thirteenth centuries its other names, such as 
"fanfold book" or "sfitras folded binding" (in China) aimed 
to designate printed editions of texts from the Buddhist 
Canon. The accordion became the usual form of them up 
to our day. First of all. some words on the presentation and 
production technique of the accordion book [2] must be said. 

ACCORDION BOOK TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

The accordion book consists of sheets of rather thick 
paper with laid marks often easily visible or sometimes 
placed very tightly. The sheets are first pasted together with 
a few millimetres overlapping, just as in scroll manuscripts: 
the sheets can be double-layered. The mounting neither 
follows any strict rule regarding sheets overlapping nor the 
placement of joints. Once the paper strip is obtained, it is 
folded in accordion form at regular, more or less large in
tervals. depending on the format of the book expected, 
making volets that I will call leaves. 

The text is written on both sides of sheets; it follows 
lines parallel to the long sides of the leaves, in Tibetan 
manuscripts, or the text is written in columns, as in Chinese 
scrolls [3], after preliminary ruling in red or brownish ink 
or dry-point etching. To protect the manuscript, the first 
and last leaves, or only the front side of the first leaf and 
the back side of the last leaf, remain blank; a leaL made of 

the same paper as other leaves in a manuscript, can also be 
added both at the beginning and at the end of the a volume: 
it may be also that a cover, made of one or several layers, is 
lightly glued on the final leave. These covers are sometimes 
tinted in dark brown or blue. They can also be of silk. 

Reading is performed by successively unfolding the 
leaves. At the end of the front side of the last leaL the text 
continues on the back side of that leaf and further on 
the back side of other leaves. Therefore. the book pleats 
represent the part most vulnerable to damage in this kind 
of book. They need almost constant repairing and strength
ening. Our manuscript Pelliot Tibetan 45, a personal collec
tion of prayers, which probably belonged to a pious person 
who most likely bore the book in his pocket or possibly 
in the sleeve of his robe, is an example of such numerous 
restorations. 

PRESENTATION OF MJ\NllSCRIPT Pl LLIOT TIBETAIN 45 

Pelliot Tibetan 45 is a small book (162 mm<;:70 mm) 
comprising fifteen Buddhist incantations. Thirteen of them 
are complete: they bear no date but were probably copied in 

the period of the Chinese occupation of Dunhuang. Several 
scribes participated in copying the text. They certainly had 
much experience: although the manuscript has no visible 

'This study has heen de,·eloped following the proposal or Mrs. Monique COHEN. Head or the Oriental Manuscripts Department at 
the Bihliothcque nationalc de France. in collahoration with the Laboratories or analyses ,111ll the Photographic Department or the 
Bihliothcque nationalc de France. 
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ruling, the lines seem to be straight and are at regular inter
vals. The bibliographical notice issued by Marcelle Lalou 
indicates that some person, who, according to the scholar's 
identification, bore the name Bro Don-grub, offered and 
reviewed this manuscript [4]. 

The text in black ink is written from left to right on 
both sides of the leaves; it is parallel to the long side of 
each leaf which contains five lines per lea!~ with a margin 
of about 10 mm all around. The front cover is missing 
while the back one is damaged. The surviving cover is of 
paper and silk layers. Remaining fragments of the brown 
paper sheet which covers the board bear black ink lines of 

a design that cannot be identified now. On the counter
board, a design ofVajra on a lotus can be seen. 

The present state of preservation of the manuscript 
can be estimated as not good. All pleats of the book have 
undergone several restorations, nevertheless the folds 
are in bad condition. There are, however, original pleats 
which bear no trace of restoration. The manuscript was read 
by unfolding the accordion, leaf by leaf, as explained 
above. Except for some very few restorations, using small 
chiffon backings, carried out at the Bibliotheque nationale 
in 1965, all restorations of this manuscript are old. 

MANUSCRIPT PELLIOT T!BETAIN 45 TECI INICAL DESCRIPTION 

The manuscript contains seventy-nine leaves of light 
buff paper [5] produced. according to the analysis. of mul
berry [6]. The examination of the paper shows that it is not 
very homogeneous. It is rather thick (0.17 mm to 0.32 mm) 
with wide laid lines going perpendicular to the pleats; each 
sheet contains twenty laid lines with 45 mm intervals be
tween them. The chains arc not visible, while 5.0 mm to 
7.0 mm wide joints can be clearly seen; they mark off the 
sheets which have varying length ( 138 mm to 286 mm) . 

• • • 
It is not unusual to find sheets of different length 

in manuscripts from this period. The sheets' height. that 
is the long side of the book leaves, is approximately half 
the height of the sheets used in contemporary scroll books. 
The fact that the sheets are of different length and that 
the pleats coincide with the joints shows that. on the 
one hand. half sheets, of full length or not, were fastened 
to make the volume. and. on the other, the place for the 
joints was selected according to the width of the volume. 
In other words, the initial strip was prepared for a volume 
whose dimensions were known beforehand. It can be as
sumed that we have here a careful mounting performed 
at one time, which would explain the fact that most of the 
joint pastings are in the same direction and with about 
the same width. 

Some additional remarks should be made concerning 
our manuscript. It demonstrates the following feature: the 
two last leaves of the manuscript. or the last sheet. are made 
of paper which is thicker (0.32 mm) and looks more buff 
and fluffier than the others. The last joint corresponding to 
them differs in place and pasting direction. On these leaves. 
pale pink horizontal lines between the written lines can be 
seen (sec fig. 2). They are about 3.0 mm wide, traced free
hand and certainly with a brush. It is a feature we could not 
find in other manuscripts. These pink lines' function re
mains obscure. although one could think that it was a sort 
of ruling. This sheet of the manuscript might be an addition 
to the text or an extra paper completing the calligraphy of 
the text. Besides, the angles of the leaves are neatly and de
liberately rounded (see fig. 3), as in manuscripts of bundle 
or booklet type. A closer look at other accordion manu
scripts from the Dunhuang fond of the Bibliothi:quc nation
ale shows that almost all of them have this particular fea
ture; some of them have trimmed angles. 

We have also noticed that all the leaves must have been 
trimmed together atler the sheets were given accordion 

The current state of the volume does not allow us to dis
cover all of them. Actually we have detected only twelve. 
All joints. except the last one. are made in the same fashion 
as in Chinese scrolls, in the direction of reading, i.e. the 
edge of each sheet is glued over the edge of the following 
one [7] (see scheme 1). The paste, yellow and thick, used 
for mounting has overflown the joints [8]. All pleats are 
made along the joints except the last two which are 9.0 and 
12.0 mm respectively from the folding. 

form. Manuscripts Pelliot Tibetain 46 and 261 (see figs. 4 
and 5), are, for instance, obvious examples. The leaves of 
the first one have the form of trapezium while the leaf 
edges of the other are not right-angled. Irregularities similar 
to those found on the first leaf occur on other leaves as 
well, which is characteristic of both manuscripts. 

Although our manuscript 45 is badly damaged, one can 
assume that this method of trimming manuscript leaves af
ter its shaping into accordion might have been used in this 
case too. As a matter of fact the joints coincide with the 
folds of the accordion. following the round shape of the 
sheets' angles: on the other hand, the round shaping, which 
is not strictly the same in every four corners of the first leaf, 
keep the same shape throughout the volume. 

As was mentioned above, the volume under discussion 
certainly had two covers. one at the beginning and another 
at the end of the manuscript. Currently. only the back cover 
made of paper and silk fabric has survived (see fig. 6). It is 
in very poor condition. The cover consists of five layers of 
which the middle one is a double layer of rather thick buff 
mulberry paper [9] of sheets-size format. Rather thick blue 
silk with a fabric design and thinner salmon-pink silk, 
folded on three sides, are pasted successively on the paper 
basis of the cover (see scheme 2 and.fig. 7). The folded silk 
serves as a sort of manuscript frame. Both silks protrude on 
the fourth side of the cover, forming some kind of protec
tion like a hinge; they are pasted on along the last pleat 
connecting the two last leaves in the manuscript (see.fig. 8). 
A sheet of dark-brown paper covers the whole of which 
only a fragment now survives, and it is decorated with 
an ink design. 

The inner side of the back cover is made of paper simi
lar to that of the manuscript: it is decorated with the Vajra 
design in ink; the sheet is pasted on the cover board which 
in turn is glued on the last sheet, forming a guard of a few 
millimetres thick (see/ig. 9). 
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Most of the leaves have an ochre-yellow silk strip 
which covers part of the front side of the left margins 
(see jig. I 0), so that the initial characters are hidden in 
some points under this silk strip. Originally, the strip was 
intended to go throughout the whole manuscript but in 
places it became unglued in the course of time, and some 
fragments were therefore lost. Only slight traces of the 
original paste can be seen now. The purpose of these 
silk strips is not quite clear. It might have been a sort 
of decoration device to strengthen the leaves or it served 
to emphasize the beginning of the lines. No other examples 
are found in the Pelliot collection while silk strips used 
to consolidate the pleats can be found in other manuscripts. 
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A small piece of such silk along one pleat has survived 
in our manuscript. 

The silk strip was added after completing the text: it 
was fixed to the cover, above the blue silk cover. This strip 
of I 0 mm wide is pasted on the cover in such a \\ ay that it 
overlaps the cover edges and continues on the last leaves of 
the manuscript. This silk follows exactly the round shape of 
the comers as if the leaves and the silk had been cut to
gether. Therefore. one can assume that alier completing the 
text and placing this strip. all the leaves, including those 
which are part of the cover, were cut together, taking their 
final shape. Alier that the cover was put on and finally 
affixed to the manuscript. 

EARLY RESTORATIONS 

As was noted above, the accordion manuscript pleats 
are the part most subject to deterioration: they are the most 
fragile element in such books, particularly if they are in 
abundant use as is the case with Pelliot Tibetain 45. The 
traces of early restorations can be found in the book. mainly 
pleat restorations. We can see stitching in various threads 
and of various types, as well as various kinds of paper 
strengthenings, made as the book was deteriorating. 

We can identify different methods of restoration em
ployed successively, starting with the earliest ones. They 
could be detected thanks to the superimposing of many 
restorations which our manuscript demonstrates. It should 
be noted, first, that an examination of the paper and threads 
used during these old restorations was made in the labora
tory of the Bibliotheque nationale de France [IO]. As the 
investigation showed, the paper used is from mulberry 
pulp while the threads are all of silk. The early restoration 
devices were as follows: 

I. Overcast stitching in very thin silk red or buff 
threads performed in small tight stitches, made at very 
regular intervals (see jigs. 11, 12. 16) close to the leaves' 
edges. They were used throughout all the leaves but also as 
partial restoration here and there. 

2. Guard strips of paper, thinner and lighter in colour 
than the manuscript paper, skilfully pasted without hiding 
the text, on the front side of and astride the leaves to be fas
tened. These guards over the stitching (see figs. 12 and /6) 
described above are stuck to replace the old ones. which 
had probably deteriorated: they are found also on pleats in 
good condition (see fig. 13). One can assume that during 
a restoration of some damaged pleats, when the pleats with 
lost stitching were repaired, those still in good condition 
were strengthened also as a preventive measure. 

3. Stitching on the strips of thin paper (see fig. 14). 
pasted on the pleats. or over separate paper strips protecting 
the edges of every pair of leaves to be fastened. The state of 
preservation does not allow us to indicate with precision 
what kind of stitching took place. These guards or strips are 
pasted on only slightly. so that it seems that they are main
tained thanks to a thin line of paste layer close to the edge. 
as if intended to fasten them when stitching. Besides, stitch
ing is found in the middle of the strips, which is not always 
the case with the stitching in the older protection devices 
employed in our manuscript. These paper strips, aimed to 
protect the sheets from tearing, were put on when stitching. 

4. Wider guards (see.fig. 15) of the same colour and of 
approximately the same thickness that the manuscript paper 
were also put atop the adjacent leaves, covering the leaves' 
edges partially or fully. Alier that the corners and right 
margins of several leaves were strengthened. Because the 
guard hides some characters or part of them here and there. 
the text was rewritten in ink (see fig. 16). To paste on the 
guard, an ochre-yellow paste [ 11] put in more or less thin 
layers or, at times, in thicker mass was used. 

5. A very thin violet thread was used for overcast 
stitching in partially or fully repaired pleats first restored or 
strengthened by means of guards. This very thread was 
used in the partial stitching which can be seen on the silk 
strip mentioned above (see figs. Ill and 17). It is also used 
in the repairing of the leaves' centre. representing a sort of 
darning stitching (see.fig. 18). 

6. a) Overcast stitching done in pink, buff. and green 
threads of cord type, which arc thicker than those used in 
the first stitchings. All are done in the same regular way. 
with longer stitches than those employed before them 
(seefig. 19). 

b) In this set. a different kind of stitching [ 12]. without 
pitching the sheets. can be seen. which provides its full 
opening. The stitching seems looser and in effect is less 
strong than the others. Such stitching was used only twice 
and might have been a trial (see fig. ]II and scheme 3). 

7. Overcast stitching done in large regular stitches 
using thick white organzine silk thread. This final stitching 
was. probably. done by the same person. since the method 
of stitching is the same. particularly in stopping the thread 
(see figs. 21 and :!2). This stitching was made at the 
last stage of restorations. Under this stitching "e can find 
previous restorations. 

8. The consolidation stitching of the cover at the hinge 
level is done with large overcast stitches using white thread. 
Currently. the cover is detached but we can see that the 
thread originally passed through the four layers under the 
brown leaf found below. This last leaf seems to have been 
placed after consolidation as a new cover, over the early 
silk covers. 

In short, the early restoration did not stand the test of 
time, although this restoration has not been completely lost: 
it was covered up or completed by another person. Anyway. 
at least three covers are extant which \\'ere atlixed one atter 
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another - one of blue silk, one of pink silk and one of 
decorated brown paper. We can notice that, with a few 
slight differences, two methods used to restore the pleats 
imply overcast stitching with silk threads or paper strength
enings (one case is not silk strengthening with paper but 
with silk). Both methods alternate. In the course of the 
restorations, the paper strengthenings provided a solid basis 
for stitching. Evidently, the combination of both methods 
took place at one time in the restoration of the pleats 
with stitching done through the guards. 

The manuscript under consideration bears traces of 
successive restoration in layers or side by side and demon
strates successive restoration periods. Each subsequent res
toration was of growing importance, since it had to replace 
(or to cover) the previous one and also to strengthen it, for 
which extra backings were added and thicker thread was 
used performing fewer passages through the paper, which 
was getting more and more fragile. 

The stitchings our manuscript demonstrates are un
doubtedly restorations, as they are found only in some 
places, in particular on this or that part of the pleat. In 
contrast, manuscript Pelliot Tibetain 98 (see figs. 23 and 
24) is an interesting variant. It is of a fairly large format and 
in good condition. Its leaves, which are of thick buff laid 
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paper, have half-rounded corners and clean edges as is the 
case with palm-leaf manuscripts. If there were no joints in 
the paper, one could think that originally this was a book in 
bundles turned into an accordion. Its leaves are fastened 
with the help of a stitching done with regular cross stitches 
using very twisted and thick thread along all pleats except 
two of the volume. The stitching was done at one time, and 
certainly by one person. At some points, this stitching is 
repaired with coloured silk-like brilliant threads. As for the 
manuscript's total repairing or transformation into accor
dion form, it should be noted that such stitching was re
garded as a sort of mounting. However, no examples a«e 
available where stitchings would be a real mounting: all 
accordion books are made using paper folding. 

To conclude, our manuscript Pelliot Tibetain 45 is skil
fully executed despite the fact that it was quite an ordinary 
book. However, it appears as a copy of a "pocket book" 
type and format binding, abundantly used and therefore 
carefully repaired as often as necessary. It is clear that most 
such bindings employed in ordinary books, with their frag
ile constitution, could not have survived in large number. 
Accordion-form books, therefore, were bound to disappear 
over the course of time despite their convenience. 

Notes 

I. Pictures were taken by Patrick Bramoulle or the Photographic Department at the Bibliothcquc nationalc de France. 
2. J.-P. Drcge. "Les accordeons de Dunhuang". Co111rih111io11s aux "111dn de To11en-/-101w11g. '"'-Ill (Paris. 19X4). pp. 195 20.J. 

Publications de \'Ecole fran<;aise d"Extreme-Oricnt. CXXXV. 
3. Chinese accordion books are vertical (the pleats go along the leaves length). while in the Tibetan ones the pleats arc horif(mtal. in 

'"Indian style". 
4. M. Lalou. /n\'l!nlaire des manuscrits de To11en-Ho11ang conse1Tc!s ti la Bih/iothL~que 11atio11a/c. (Fonds Pelliot tibl?tain) (Paris. 

1939), p. 15. 
5. According to the colour standards established by the Bibliothequc nationalc. this colour is rdcrenced as 7.51.J in M. Oyama and 

H. Takehara. Rel'ised Standard Soil Color Charts ( 1967). 
6. The analysis was carried out by Nathalie Pingaud from the Richelieu laboratory or analysis or the Bibliothcquc nationalc 

de France. 
7. Figures have been performed by Cecile Sarrion. conservator at the Bibliothcquc nationalc de France. 
8. My colleagues from the Richelieu laboratories or analysis or the Bibliothcquc nationalc de France and the Marne-La-Vallee tech

nical Centre are studying some samples and will produce linal results later. Howc,·cr. they h;n e been able to indicate that this pastc is 
a mixture of substances which arc not all identilied with certainty. but in which starch is a main component. 

9. Cf. n. 4. 
10. Cf. n. 4. 
11. Cf. n. 6. 
12. Cf. n. 5. 
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